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2004 ANNUAL REPORT
Freedom to Marry‘s second year was momentous, a watershed year in civil rights for gay people.
The marriage equality movement reached Freedom to Marry‟s initial goal of achieving
marriage equality in one state when Massachusetts began issuing civil marriage licenses to same
sex couples on May 17. Thousands of same-sex couples are now legally married, while across the
nation the civil rights debate is fully joined and hearts and minds are changing in response to this
powerful new reality and transformative living example.
After May 17, we continued to defend and build on this breakthrough across the country while
mounting a collaborative, sustained, and affirmative campaign—guiding and assisting diverse state
and national partners and enhancing their individual and collective capacity.
Still the only national organization dedicated solely to the goal of ending discrimination in marriage,
Freedom to Marry continues to facilitate and bring together gay and non-gay organizations and their
many approaches—through the courts, changing laws, public action, and education—into a larger
whole, framing the larger debate, and fostering heightened outreach to the non-gay public and our
allies.

Freedom to Marry accomplishes its work in four ways:
a Strategy and Support Center for our local and state partners,
a Catalyst that drives and influences the national debate,
an Alliance-Builder enlisting local and national non-gay allies, and
a Funding Engine helping to augment local, state and national freedom to marry
resources
Since its founding by Evan Wolfson in January 2003, Freedom to Marry has helped over 30 partner
organizations, both gay and non-gay, national and state, in their work to win marriage. And we are
making progress in the needed enlistment of new supporters and resources.
In addition to giving an overview of the state of the marriage movement last year in the section
Winning the Freedom to Marry--A Year in Review, and a general update of our organization in A
Year of Growth Built on a Strong Foundation, this report will highlight the work we achieved in
fulfilling our four roles in the following chapters: (1) The „Go-To‟ Center for Marriage Equality; (2)
Shaping and Getting the Message Out; (3) Reaching Out to Non-Gay Allies; and (4) An
Effective Financial Resource. Finally, this report concludes with The Work Ahead, which briefly
outlines our goals for 2005.

WINNING THE FREEDOM TO MARRY—A YEAR IN REVIEW
―…we must continue our vigorous fight for the freedom to marry and the equal protections,
rights and responsibilities that safeguard our families, strengthen our commitments, and
continue to transform understanding of our lives and our relationships.‖
Civil Rights. Community. Movement.
January 13, 2005
by 22 National LGBT Civil Rights Organizations
A Joint Statement of Unity
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2004 was a year of indelible marriage images: from same-sex couples getting married in
Massachusetts and, with their kids and loved ones, waiting on line for marriage licenses in San
Francisco and other cities; to George W. Bush publicly supporting an anti-gay amendment to the
Constitution and crystallizing debate; to an unprecedented number of voices speaking up about our
lives and love. In the midst of this extraordinary year, Freedom to Marry continued to build a
national movement and grow as an organization.
Much as 2003, our first year, found us making powerful strides toward marriage equality with the
historic rulings in Canada and Massachusetts, 2004 brought even more dramatic developments
and new non-gay involvement, as well as continued and escalating attacks from our opponents in
the form of state anti-gay ballot measures, legislation, and constitutional amendment in several
states as well as a proposed federal anti-gay constitutional amendment.
At least seven things changed for the marriage equality movement in 2004:
Marriage became a reality in Massachusetts, with more than 4,000 gay couples legally
wed.
Non-gay allies spoke up, and non-gay people got to see a cascade of images and hear
the stories. San Francisco‘s mayor Gavin Newsom began issuing marriage licenses to
same-sex couples on Freedom to Marry Day, February 12, and public officials in New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, and Oregon were inspired and followed suit. 4,000
licenses were issued in San Francisco before the California State Supreme Court
ordered a stop and the licenses were later ruled to be invalid. Over 3,000 couples wed in
Multnomah County, Oregon; their marriages are now being litigated.
A concerted effort to amend the U.S. Constitution to attack gay people failed to pass in
both the House and Senate thanks to opposition from surprising voices, some
conservative and Republican, as well as our advocates and allies.
President George W. Bush publicly declared that he could live with civil unions – a
measure of acknowledgement and protection for same-sex couples, a placeholder for
equality that didn‘t even exist five years ago, and a product of our fight to end
discrimination in marriage.
13 states ratified anti-gay state constitutional amendments, 11 of these on Election Day.
14 other such measures failed to pass out of state legislatures.
Election Day exit polls showed 25% of Americans support an end to discrimination in
marriage and a further 35% are getting there through support for civil union. The
overwhelming majority of legislators who opposed anti-gay measures won reelection,
and, in Massachusetts, every pro-marriage candidate won and anti-marriage candidates
were defeated.
While the election results and post-election spin created problems for us and gave new
excuses to those not fully committed to our cause, the movement and many allies—
including people of color, labor, and religious groups (see Reaching Out To Non-Gay
Allies, p. 9)—developed a greater understanding of the possibilities and challenges
confronting us, and recommitted with greater unity and determination to the long-term
and multi-faceted work ahead.
Freedom to Marry was a key player in preparing for, shaping, implementing, and reacting to these
historic developments through our work with partner organizations, the media, opinion-leaders, and
non-gay allies. With our focus on framing and following a strategic vision and collaboration,
we enabled our partners to accomplish their tasks more effectively and leverage their limited
resources in 2004 through technical assistance, direct financial support, and the expertise of our
program staff.
Despite the expected defeats in the states passing anti-gay amendments, the freedom to marry
movement is winning the struggle. As executive director Evan Wolfson wrote a month before the
election, we do not expect to win in every state simultaneously; no civil rights movement in
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American has ever done so (see attached speech, Marriage Equality and Some Lessons for
the Scary Work of Winning). We have now entered what Evan describes in his book, Why
Marriage Matters, as the ―patchwork‖ phase that is the classic American pattern of civil rights
advance – in which some states move toward equality faster, while others resist and even regress
for a period, as hearts and minds open. Remembering that as explained in the aforementioned
speech—―wins trump losses,‖ Freedom to Marry, its coalition, and our allies must tackle three
baskets of work in the year ahead:
winning marriage and making it real in more states
repelling federal and state attacks and, where we can‘t win outright, fighting so as to gain
some ground, move public opinion (even if not all the way), and put partner organizations
and allies‘ voices in a better position for the next battle (i.e. ―losing forward‖); and
enlisting more messengers and voices to reach more people, moving the middle toward
fairness or ―strategic indifference‖ as young people on our side come into ascendancy.

A YEAR OF GROWTH BUILT ON A STRONG FOUNDATION
While responding to these tremendous changes to the marriage landscape as well as working and
strategizing with our partner organizations, Freedom to Marry managed to reconfigure its staff,
adding two new positions in 2004: a Deputy Director for Administration, Finance, and Operations to
manage our budget and office infrastructure; and a Mobilization Coordinator to focus on outreach
and enlistment of non-gay allies (see Reaching Out To Non-Gay Allies, p. 9).
After two years of planning and consultation with local and national leaders, Freedom to Marry
began operations in 2003 with a budget of $1.1 million, enabling us to function as a catalyst and
national coalition-builder while offering our partners in-the-field technical assistance and training,
program support, and funding. The inaugural round of fund-raising proved that Freedom to Marry
could bring new resources to this civil rights movement from both non-gay and gay sources,
including some multi-year funding.
In 2004, Freedom to Marry raised its budget to $1.4 million, with more than a quarter of our
expenditures going towards regranting (see attached Statement of Activities). And for FY20042005, we have already raised a total of $1.16 million from both individual and institutional funders.
We are now working to secure renewal grants or commitments from a number of our current core
funders, many of whom are committed to Freedom to Marry as a multi-year campaign, in addition
to seeking additional funders both for Freedom to Marry itself and/or other organizations in the
marriage field (see attached Sources of Revenue).
2004 Ongoing Support from Core Funders
$300,000 – Evelyn & Walter Haas, Jr. Fund (multi-year)
$300,000 – Anonymous (multi-year)
$200,000 – Individual major donor (multi-year)
$150,000 – Gill Foundation
$100,000 – Open Society Institute (doubled from previous year)
$100,000 – Columbia Foundation (multi-year)
Although Freedom to Marry has consciously not done small donor, direct mail, or special event
fundraising—in part to avoid competing with our partners, and in part to remain to lean, as we
promised in launching—we do receive unsolicited donations from time to time. Examples include
the fundraising concerts produced by Josh Wood Productions in New York and Washington, D.C.
called Wed-Rock which netted over $30,000, and the art gallery auction Art for Equality which
raised over $12,000 in addition to creating buzz and community support. We have also been
supported by various individual efforts ranging from Chicago triathlete Evan Siegel, who pledged
the proceeds of three of his races to Freedom to Marry, to the students of Piedmont High School in
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California who raised funds selling T-shirts supporting marriage equality, to a bequest from the
estate of Ada R. Ersken in memory of Eli J., Ada R. and Linda M. Ersken.
Our Steering Committee continued to take shape, helping us with organizational and programmatic
development. We also benefited from consultants offering their services pro bono, notably, an
organizational-development "coach" provided by the Open Society Institute and a communications
expert counseling us on how to improve our staffing and approach, secured by one of our Steering
Committee members.
Pro-Bono Services
Legal Consultant – Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal LLP, Kansas City, MO
Organizational Development Consultant – Sage Consultants, St. Louis, MO
Communications Consultant – Logos Consulting, Chappaqua, NY
At our semi-annual meeting of Steering Committee members and staff, it was decided to bring
Freedom to Marry to the next level by increasing the staff in 2005. We are about to hire a Director
of Communications to deploy our diverse, non-gay spokespersons or Voices of Equality as well as
experts and advocates such as Evan; implement much of this in-house, rather than through the
outside firms we have previously used; and help drive a broad strategic campaign approach to
move public opinion and work with our partners. We will also soon hire a second staffer to back up
communications functions, and serve as Executive Assistant to support our Executive Director and
his coalition leadership.

1. THE „GO-TO‟ CENTER FOR MARRIAGE EQUALITY
Freedom to Marry is a strategy and support center for our local and state partners.
As the ‗Go-To‘ Center for the marriage equality movement, Freedom to Marry in 2004 continued to
provide vision, technical assistance, strategic planning, message development, community
organizing, trainings, and compilation of needed materials.
The resource needs of our partners vary greatly – from up-to-date polling information to tested
messages, from templates for effective public-education programs and speakers-bureau training
modules to contacts for sharing specific expertise and experience. Beyond the ongoing and routine
consultation between Freedom to Marry staff and state and local leaders, we have facilitated or cohosted various gatherings and trainings. One example is the Marriage Training Institute at the
National Lesbian & Gay Task Force‘s Creating Change Conference, which we hosted for the
second year in a row, bringing together 85 activists and leaders from 20 states (for more
examples of ally-building trainings, see Reaching Out to Non-Gay Allies, p. 9).
Freedom to Marry organized or participated in crucial strategy meetings across the country. Both
Evan and Program Director Harry Knox have engaged in deep strategic conversations with partners
and players in several key states, including Arizona, California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New Jersey, New York, Oregon and Washington.
To cite a specific example of an ongoing partnership in a state, Freedom to Marry was very
involved in the marriage equality movement in New Mexico during 2004. Those working for
the freedom to marry had several different needs throughout the year, but their primary request was
for assistance in merging and re-branding New Mexico‘s existing LGBT advocacy organizations into
one effective voice. Freedom to Marry provided a facilitator for the required meetings of the extant
groups, and staff support for the organizations during the transition. In addition, we helped the new
organization plan for future public education initiatives and helped its leadership develop a promarriage legislative strategy for 2005. We stand ready to work with them anew once past the
defensive challenges they are dealing with right now in the state legislature.
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As an example of Freedom to Marry's resource-center work on the national front, Harry Knox
coordinated the update of the state Matrix of Information we originated and compiled. An
unprecedented effort to pool information and help shape a strategic and collaborative set of
priorities for movement organizations as well as funders, the Matrix document categorizes each
state based on criteria related to the political and legal climate of the state, its current status with
regard to marriage equality, and pertinent media and socio-economic considerations. In January,
we delivered the Matrix to activists as well as select funders on behalf of the coalition of national
organizations and state groups we facilitate.
An Information Resource on the Web
The Freedom to Marry web site took a quantum leap forward this year, becoming the leading online
destination for the most diverse and comprehensive information on marriage equality, a ―portal to
the marriage movement.‖ Under Managing Director Barbara Todd Kerr‘s stewardship,
FreedomtoMarry.org has become an exciting and informative source of support, education
and resources for all of our national, state and local partners (through both public and
password-protected areas). Our web site showcases the work of partner organizations, manifesting
the coalition and collaboration we seek to foster. Perhaps most important, freedomtomarry.org
offers supporters of marriage—individuals and organizations, gay and non-gay—a place to go to
feel instantly connected to, and united with, the breadth, passion, and vision of the marriage
equality movement.
The Story Center
One of the most significant developments on our web site this year was the programming for the
―Story Center,‖ the online database we created with several of our partner organizations to capture
couples‘ personal stories about why marriage is important to them. Maintained by both Freedom to
Marry and the ACLU, the Story Center gives Freedom to Marry‘s partners an increasingly broad
picture of who "we" are and supplies more ―people resources‖ for use by the press. The
information collected is put to a variety of uses, including: identifying plaintiffs for legal cases,
research about families and children, statistical analysis, and more. In a separate stage and with
participants‘ permission, we edited and posted selected stories from the database for public
education. There are now over 650 personal stories from same-sex couples posted in the
Story Center, some of which are being used by the ACLU and other partners for public education
and litigation work (as an example of how the Story Center serves as a resource, see the attached
article, Making a case for marriage, The Baltimore Sun).
Taking the Web Site to the Next Level
We also provided additional categorization of the variety of resources on the site to make them
even easier for users to find:
We reorganized the Essential Resources section, our resource archives, to focus on the
most recent materials while enabling additional features such as our Voices of Equality
section to stand out in their own area.
We created the Just Getting Started? Learn More section, a gateway to basic
information for people who are new to the marriage equality issue. The material and links
on this page highlight the points of contention that are most often cited in the media and,
thus, are most often on peoples' minds.
We also added new faces to the site, continuing our commitment to graphically
demonstrate the diversity of gay and non-gay support for the Freedom to Marry.
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Web traffic exceeded expectations in November, more than doubling what we saw in October. In
fact, the post-election anti-gay punditry drove 20% more visitors to our site than even our previous
high watermarks set during the marrying months of February and March 2004 (see attached
Freedom to Marry Web Traffic bar chart).
Now that the site has hit its one-year anniversary, we are about to roll out a substantial
redesign/redevelopment. Our upgrade will build on what is already successful on the site, in the
process making it clearer and more explanatory and welcoming for newcomers to the cause and to
this organization, and making it easier for searchers to find specific information or items.

2. SHAPING AND GETTING THE MESSAGE OUT
Freedom to Marry acts as a catalyst that drives and influences the national debate.
In 2004, Freedom to Marry built on the state-by-state priorities and campaign approach begun in
our inaugural year by guiding partners in developing marriage strategies and by fostering
collaboration and tools to bring them into play. Working closely with over 30 partner organizations
throughout the U.S. ranging in size and capacity from small grassroots groups to large state or
national organizations (see attached National Partners and State Partners), Freedom to Marry
fulfilled and continues to play our intended role in getting this coalition to work together for marriage
equality, and in prompting outreach to new non-gay organizational allies. We are also guiding our
colleagues to more consistent, strong messaging around protections for families, the real harms
and unfairness that the denial of marriage causes, and the affirmative case for the freedom to
marry.
Freedom to Marry Week
An example of this work is our annual Freedom to Marry Week Resource Kit for organizers of
events large and small, local and statewide in scope, which included templates for events like
house parties and state house speak-outs, sample press releases, sample sermons for religious
events, and ways to connect with other activists and organizations. A collaborative product put
together with the assistance of the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD), Metropolitan Community Churches (MCC), Soulforce, and Lambda
Legal, the kit was made available for use by advocacy groups and activists. The decision of San
Francisco‘s mayor, Gavin Newsom to provide marriage licenses to same sex couples on February
12, 2004 made it literally Freedom to Marry Day, took the eighth annual event to a stratospheric
new level and gave a national context for the more than 70 events that took place around the
country. We are now working on Freedom to Marry Week 2005, Feb. 12-19, and anticipate
hundreds of actions around the country.
Framing the Debate
In the wake of increased attacks from marriage equality opponents in the form of anti-gay ballot
measures, the threat of an anti-gay constitutional amendment, and post-election misinformation,
Freedom to Marry worked hard to counteract, define, and reshape the very language and focus of
the marriage equality debate in 2004. In addition to our ongoing convening conference calls and
working groups to shape the messages delivered by our partners, here are some examples of other
ways we framed the debate:
Executive Director Evan Wolfson gave speeches such as his ―Marriage Equality and
Some Lessons for the Scary Work of Winning‖ (see attached) to the ―Lavender Law‖
Conference, the National Lesbian & Gay Law Association‘s annual gathering of
attorneys, legal academics, and law students. In this framing speech, Evan again laid out
the history and arc of our marriage movement, and discussed the concepts of Wins
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Trump Losses and Losing Forward. This speech continues to be widely circulated and
quoted, was published in The Advocate, and will be printed in a Tulane University law
journal and distributed by a non-gay ally, the Sexuality Information & Education Council
of the United States (SIECUS).
In essays published on our web site like ―What do the election results mean for the
movement toward marriage equality?‖ (see attached), Evan reminded us to view the Big
Picture and explained how, despite the attacks we encountered in 2004, we are on the
road to winning marriage equality.
Recruiting allies and voices, we consulted with opinion-leaders who can help deliver the
message to audiences we might not reach as effectively, including, for example, Frank
Rich (columnist for The New York Times), George Lakoff (author of Don’t Think of an
Elephant: Know Your Values and Frame the Debate), Faye Wattleton (former head of
Planned Parenthood), Peter Beinart (editor of The New Republic), and Rick Pearlstein
(author of Before the Storm: Barry Goldwater and the Unmaking of the American
Consensus), as well as organizational allies such as the National Conference for
Community & Justice (formerly the National Conference of Christians & Jews).
As non-gay involvement (such as the issuance of licenses in San Francisco, etc.) and marriage
litigation brought by our partner organizations and others (Arizona, California, Connecticut, Florida,
Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, and Washington)
have surged, our guidance to partners and colleagues has never been more in demand or more
followed. This is truly a fulfillment of what Freedom to Marry was designed to do and to be.

Freedom to Marry serves these partners and colleagues:
Freedom to Marry Coalition partners – national and state, gay and non-gay
The overlapping Washington, D.C.-based coalition against the proposed federal
constitutional amendment
Legal roundtable groups
Litigation attorneys for various state marriage equality cases
Politicians nationwide
Media and opinion-leaders

Election Analysis
Freedom to Marry did a great deal of work, helping shape how events are presented to the public
and how our movement and allies respond to the opposition, while preparing for the next stage of
the struggle. An example of this was the creation of our Election Analysis section on our web site
following the election results of November 2nd. As soon as the returns were in, it quickly became
apparent that Freedom to Marry needed to compile and disseminate the hard work our partners and
others were doing to shape a good understanding of the election. Here could be found archived
articles by groups such as America Coming Together, The Task Force, and Lambda Legal, as well
as pundits and analysts, demonstrating that gay rights and marriage did not determine the
November election results. With the Election Analysis section, we were able to put partner
advisories and analyses front and center, thus helping to set the tone for much of the movement's
response—and the media's shift—in the subsequent weeks. In addition, on November 3 we posted
Evan‘s corrective post-election analysis under his byline column, ―Ask Evan Wolfson.‖
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Marriage Equality—the Book
2004 also saw the publication of Evan‘s first book, Why Marriage Matters: America, Equality, and
Gay People’s Right to Marry which provided the general public with a published text of the
arguments put forth by Evan on marriage equality. Freedom to Marry garnered considerable
attention from Evan‘s summer book tour and the wave of media and meetings that preceded,
accompanied, and followed it. For three weeks, Evan traveled to 10 cities from Boston to Seattle;
did radio interviews all across the spectrum (from Christian radio to Air America); and met with
activists in battleground states (particularly California, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Washington).
Why Marriage Matters garnered favorable reviews in many prominent publications around the
country, including the cover of the Sunday Los Angeles Times Book Review. The book has been
nominated for a Lambda Literary Award and will be coming out in paperback in May.

―Because its author has been at the forefront of the battle for equality in marriage for over
20 years, this book is informed with an astute understanding, a rare breadth of vision, and
an unrivaled passion for what has become the most majorly debated issue facing us today.
We at Insight Out Books are delighted to recognize this astoundingly important book as the
ISO 2004 Book of the Year… We at ISO are grateful for Evan Wolfson‘s insight, good
work, and stunning book.‖
—David Rosen, Editor-in-Chief
Insight Out Books

In addition to the activities surrounding his book tour, Evan spoke and/or made a great number of
presentations throughout the year. A sampling:
American Bar Association Section of
Litigation, Annual Conference, Scottsdale,
AZ
American Constitution Society 2004
National Convention, Washington, D.C.
Americans United for the Separation of
Church and State, Washington, D.C.
Center for Policy Alternatives briefing for
state elected officials, Washington, D.C.
Christian television‘s The Total Living
Network, ―Town Hall‖ debate sponsored by
the American Constitution Society,
Minneapolis
Citigroup in NYC, (at the request of Out &
Equal)
Colorado Association of Funders, (at the
request of the Gill Foundation)
Metropolitan Community Church (MCC)
reception for activists and screening of
―Tying the Knot,‖ Norfolk, VA
National Lesbian & Gay Journalists
Association's annual convention, New
York
Open Society Institute forum, New York
Pace University panel, White Plains, NY
―Lavender Law‖ Conference, annual
gathering of The National Lesbian &Gay
Law Association, Minneapolis

Columbia University School of Law, in
th
honor of the 50 anniversary of Brown v.
Board of Education
Demos: A Network for Ideas & Action, the
national, non-profit public policy research
and advocacy organization, meeting in
New York
Equality Maryland annual event, MD
Gay & Lesbian Medical Association‘s
annual conference, Palm Springs, CA
Gill Foundation gathering of national
activist groups and experts
(communications consultants, academics,
researchers, etc.), New York
Horizons Foundation, San Francisco, in
support of local marriage efforts in
California
PFLAG Annual Convention, Salt Lake City
Planned Parenthood Federation gathering
of key officials and chapter heads,
Washington, D.C.
University of Utah debate, Salt Lake City
Wingspan, Southern Arizona‘s LGBT
Community Center‘s annual dinner,
Tucson, AZ
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VOICES OF EQUALITY—a national network of non-gay spokespersons
Our Voices of Equality—a group of leaders committed to publicly supporting marriage
Equality—remained a primary goal for increasing the visibility of the marriage equality
movement. Here are some of them:
Ross C. “Rocky” Anderson, Mayor of Salt Lake City
Dr. Randall Bailey, Professor of Hebrew Scriptures, Interdenominational Theological
Seminary; an influential voice to African-American pastors working in the Eastern U.S.
over the past 20 years
Lama Surya Das, the most senior Buddhist leader in the U.S. and one of the foremost
American Lamas in the Buddhist tradition; founder of the Western Buddhist Teachers
Network with the Dalai Lama
Dolores C. Huerta, Co-founder, with Cesar Chavez, and First Vice President Emeritus
of the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO ("UFW").
John Lewis, U.S. House of Representatives (D-GA), civil rights leader and last living
speaker from the 1963 Civil Rights March on Washington
Rev. Thomas J.S. Mikelson, Parish Minister of the First Church and First Parish of
Cambridge-Unitarian Universalist in Cambridge, MA
Jan Schakowsky, U.S. House of Representatives (D-IL), ranking Democrat on the
Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection Subcommittee
Rev. Dr. Ken Samuels, Pastor of Victory Church, a congregation of more than 8,000 in
Decatur, GA
Freedom to Marry recruited Latina labor rights icon Dolores Huerta to create Spanish
radio messages for our use and the use of our partners.
We are in the process of enlisting the support of Rev. Dr. Ken Samuels and Dr. Randall
Bailey to shore up support from allies in the Texas Legislature‘s Black Caucus. An
example: providing one of these spokespersons for interviews on African-American
radio programs.
Mobilizing our Voices of Equality without a fully functioning communications department
in place remained one of our biggest challenges in 2004. Stay Tuned.

3. REACHING OUT TO NON-GAY ALLIES
Freedom to Marry acts as an alliance-builder enlisting local and national non-gay allies.
As a coalition-builder, Freedom to Marry continues to enhance and support the enlistment of local
and national non-gay allies and non-gay public support. Mobilization of non-gay allies—with a
particular emphasis on African-American, Latino, faith, and labor communities—remains one of
Freedom to Marry's top priorities. To take this outreach to a new level, Freedom to Marry brought
labor and LGBT activist veteran Lisbeth Meléndez Rivera on board as our Mobilization Coordinator
in 2004. In this capacity, Lisbeth has three primary roles: implementing Freedom to Marry's direct
organizing, particularly in labor and Latino communities; overseeing and working with colleagues
and people we place at groups such as the National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC) and the LGBT
advocacy group of the AFL-CIO, Pride at Work, among others; and laying the foundation for the
placement and support of marriage advocates in non-gay organizations. Together, Lisbeth and
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Freedom to Marry‘s Program Director, Harry Knox managed a constellation of direct staff work,
program assistance, technical assistance, and regranting aimed at boosting our enlistment and
support of non-gay voices.
Enlisting the Support of Religious Leaders
Our work to engage new non-gay supporters for marriage equality among faith leaders and their
constituents grew significantly in 2004. Some highlights:
We funded a colloquy of theologians from around the country, resulting in An Open
Letter to Religious Leaders on Marriage Equality (see attached). This letter was
designed to provide earned-media opportunities to redirect the media‘s focus toward
religious leaders who support the freedom to marry. It will also be used as an organizing
tool (as a sign-on document) for the several states that are developing clergy coalitions to
speak out in support of marriage equality.
Freedom to Marry made a grant of $25,000 to the United Church of Christ Coalition on
LGBT Concerns in support of their education and organizing efforts leading up to an
expected vote on full support for marriage equality at the denomination‘s 2005 General
Synod. The grant allowed the Coalition to provide national train-the-trainer programs, as
well as regional education and mobilization events for those who will be working for
passage of a pro-marriage equality statement in May 2005. If this proceeds as expected,
the UCC will become the first mainline Christian denomination to endorse the freedom to
marry.
With a grant from Freedom to Marry, leaders of the National Conference for
Community & Justice (NCCJ; formerly National Conference of Christians & Jews) did
the internal work to take a stand for marriage equality and developed a three-year
strategy for national and regional education, advocacy and dialogue in support of their
position. NCCJ‘s vast network of progressive faith leaders is a major new resource to the
movement for marriage equality. We worked closely with their staff as they prepared to
advocate for endorsement of the freedom to marry.
Our grant to Claiming the Blessing, the internal advocacy group within the Episcopal
Church USA, supported regional trainings on the use of the new liturgical blessing for
same-sex couples. The training resources included significant messaging around the
need for legal marriage equality and also included the first theological document
comparing and contrasting Christian theological approaches to issues related to marriage
and same-sex couples. These resources have been very popular among progressive
faith leaders hungry for this kind of practical material.
Freedom to Marry worked with documentary producer Peter Barbosa (De Colores, All
God’s Children) to create a public education program directed toward faith groups within
African-American and Latina/o communities. We assisted in redirecting those
programs toward a focus on marriage equality, and supported a series of 21 such
programs nationally and a train-the-trainer event, led by culturally-competent presenters,
that facilitated the expansion of such programming around the country.
Reaching Communities of Color
Mobilization of non-gay allies, with a particular emphasis on African-American, Latino and Labor
communities, was one of Freedom to Marry's top priorities in 2004, and continues to be in 2005.
Some examples of our work last year:
Freedom to Marry seeded and helped create the National Black Justice Coalition
(NJBC), a new organization of African-American leaders and voices for marriage equality.
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In addition to strategic counsel, Freedom to Marry provided a seed grant of $25,000,
enabling NBJC to hire its first staffer, Strategic Director Alexander Robinson. In his new
position, Alexander worked with us to expand the number and diversity of AfricanAmerican Voices of Equality. Our grant also allowed the nascent organization to hire a
grant writer—in order to pursue several other funding sources that have expressed
interest in funding their work—and a part-time administrative assistant, helping NBJC find
support from generous institutional funders and grow to a projected budget of over
$300,000.
NBJC has proven invaluable to our goals of expanding our messaging into AfricanAmerican populations. One of our methods was to fund NBJC in a print advertising
campaign that featured the first-ever gay ads (let alone marriage equality advocacy ads)
in 11 African-American publications in five cities around the country. This campaign
instantly elevated NBJC's profile and assisted them in speaking to a key audience.
The print ad campaign was coupled with a limited earned-media campaign. A targeted
contribution of $40,000 from one of our major donors covered the cost of this effort, which
Freedom to Marry helped shape.
Freedom to Marry has played a central role in inspiring and launching the National
Latino Coalition for Justice & Marriage Equality, a group made up of leaders of
national and regional Latina/o organizations working for marriage equality. This group
has been developing an ongoing game plan for education and mobilization activities
among Latina/os nationally and is enhancing our efforts to recruit more non-gay voices
within those communities.
Freedom to Marry also capitalized on opportunities for prospective placement of
organizers for marriage equality in non-gay Latina/o settings. In New Mexico, we met
with LGBT leaders who introduced us to non-gay Hispanic leaders who have helped us
develop a non-gay placement for a Hispanic organizer in that frontline state. We are
working with Phyllis Santiago of the Northern New Mexico Immigrant Coalition and with
leaders of MALDEF – the Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund – about
these possibilities. Antonia Hernandez, former head of MALDEF, produced Spanishlanguage pro-marriage equality messages for radio broadcast.
In Partnership with Labor
The 2004 vote of labor organizations such as the Communications Workers of America (CWA), and
the Service Employees International Union (or SEIU, the largest and fastest growing union in the
AFL-CIO) to support marriage equality encouraged several international unions to pass marriage
resolutions with membership-wide votes and local support. We‘re also encouraged by the positive
role of Pride at Work, the gay labor network has had in these efforts. Together with the union
votes, both are hopeful indicators that Freedom to Marry‘s patient efforts to work toward a non-gay
placement grant and other ways of deepening the outreach to and improving the mobilization of
labor is gaining ground.
Outreach Strategies
Freedom to Marry was represented at Latina/o and labor conferences around the country this
year—including the National Conference of La Raza, League of United Latin American Citizens,
and Labor Council for Latin American Advancement. Our Mobilization Coordinator, Lisbeth
Meléndez Rivera attended these conferences and distributed Freedom to Marry materials, which
are now available to all our partners. These and other Spanish language materials—produced by
Lisbeth and Nila Marrone of PFLAG NYC—made their debut at the National Conference of La
Raza, and are available on our website, along with other Spanish-language resources developed
by partner organizations.
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YOUTH OUTREACH
Our project with Public Interest and MTV resulted in six outstanding youth-oriented public
service announcements in favor of marriage equality that ran frequently on MTV
throughout October. The PSA‘s were part of MTV‘s ‖Choose or Lose‖ campaign to inspire
voting by young adults.
Freedom to Marry (and those we consulted with, including the Gill Foundation) guided and
helped fund this project with the Emmy Award-winning Public Interest Productions, a Los
Angeles-based nonprofit that develops and produces PSA's and other film and video
projects for use by other nonprofits.
MTV “Choose or Lose” Marriage Spots: www.MarriageRights.org
- ―Piercing

- ―Threats‖

- ―Donuts‖

- ―Sex Toy

- ―Hot Dog‖

- ―Permission

Freedom to Marry played an important part in shaping the ads, which were hip, edgy, and
appropriately pro-marriage. They drove viewers to a youth-oriented website—which we
also helped to design and fund—presenting both sides of the cause. Freedom to Marry
was the voice for the pro side, and the site in turn guided readers to
www.freedomtomarry.org for further information.

4. AN EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL RESOURCE
Freedom to Marry is an engine of funding helping to augment local, state, and national movement
resources.
Freedom to Marry continued its vital work raising money to fund non-gay and gay groups working
together, and also stimulated parallel funding at the local level, assisting our partners in their
development efforts. In FY 2003-2004, Freedom to Marry distributed nearly $284,000 in regrants.
In addition to building basic or enhancing basic capacity in key states and reflecting our desire to
support and model a variety of methodologies and elements (i.e., public education, messagedevelopment and polling, outreach), many of these regrants focused on outreach and public
education to target constituencies such as faith-based groups, labor, and people of color.
Our Regranting Grid document outlines our grantmaking and partner support for 2004 (see
attached).
In this grantmaking role, Freedom to Marry supported groups with whom we work closely as
activists and strategists in non-funding capacities as well. As intended, our regranting demonstrated a campaign-approach responsiveness and dexterity in providing financial resources in ways
not always practical for larger funders. Some examples:
Freedom to Marry provided substantial funding for an Emergency Marriage Summit
Meeting of state groups sponsored by the Federation of Statewide LGBT Political
Advocacy Organizations (since renamed, thankfully, the Equality Federation). Fifty
activists, including Evan Wolfson, representing 30 states attended and developed 28
individual state plans. These plans have several uses: to foster greater movement-wide
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cooperation and collaboration, to assist local organizations in upgrading their work, and to
help funders identify and address the needs of the field.
We provided three trainers for the summer meeting of the Equality Federation.
These statewide advocacy groups are the front line organizations working in state
legislatures as well as with city and county governments to procure greater equality for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender citizens. Thanks to Freedom to Marry, Cathy
Renna of Fenton Communications did a four-hour workshop on designing and
implementing a comprehensive media communications plan in support of the marriage
equality, which was of particular help to those states facing anti-marriage ballot initiatives;
Alexander Robinson of the NBJC led a workshop on messaging to African-American
audiences; and another trainer led a similar workshop on messages that work with
Latina/o audiences, incorporating focus-group research Freedom to Marry helped fund.
Another highlight of our regranting: Freedom to Marry paid for development of
outstanding TV ads run by the Basic Rights Education Fund in Oregon as part of
public education on marriage equality and same-sex couples and kids. BREF raised $2
million for a comprehensive media campaign that has moved the hearts and minds of
many Oregonians. We were particularly proud of this partnership.

CIVIL MARRIAGE COLLABORATIVE—a New Source of Funding
The new Civil Marriage Collaborative—a national group of institutional funders formed in
2004 to strategize ways to boost the marriage work and capacity in targeted states—is
showing the potential for bringing more non-gay resources to this civil rights cause, and
doing so with strategic leadership from philanthropists themselves. CMC is helping shape
basic priorities and prep funders for the some of the funding decisions they are making, as
well as working with activists to be ready to use these new resources well and think through
how to get other funding for their enhanced work.
The CMC met in 2004 with Evan as an advisor and Freedom to Marry's core funders as
central figures in the guidance given to its host, the Proteus Fund. The process was a
huge success and has resulted in an unprecedented collaborative contribution of nearly
1 million addition dollars thus far to approximately 10 state groups in grants ranging from
$50,000-$125,000.
CMC is a fulfillment of two of Freedom to Marry's goals –bringing a new level of (non-gay)
resources into the field for state partner organizations working collaboratively on marriage
equality, and to inspire the philanthropic community to rise to the occasion and work more
collaboratively as well. By year‘s end, Evan was working closely with funders and our
coalition partners to prepare for the likely next round of grantmaking by the Civil Marriage
Collaborative, which met in January 2005.

THE WORK AHEAD
Freedom to Marry and our movement achieved the first part of its strategy in 2004, thanks to the
legal breakthrough of civil marriage licenses in a first state, Massachusetts. Now we are working
on the longer-term work of defending that start, making it real elsewhere, fostering the cultural
engagement that is moving the middle, and helping reap benefits and position the lesbian/gay civil
rights movement for further successes along the way to full nationwide equality.
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At its semiannual meeting of Steering Committee members and staff, Freedom to Marry identified
the following top Program Goals for 2005:
Continue to coordinate a collaborative coalition to drive ongoing freedom to marry
strategy. Our primary coalition focus: win the freedom to marry in one or more states
in the next 6-36 months, supporting campaigns to achieve that affirmative goal in several
states and putting others in play on a longer timeframe. Other key coalition tasks: repel
attacks or ―lose forward‖ in as many states as possible, assist in defeating federal attacks
(constitutional and otherwise), and enlist more voices.
Equip state and local organizations for effective public education and mobilization
campaigns as a backdrop to the ongoing waves of electoral, legislative, and legal battles.
Act as a leadership recruitment and mobilization center for new non-gay national and
regional voices and allies, and enlist more diverse voices into the debate, with emphasis on
moving the middle (see attached speech Marriage Equality and Some Lessons for the
Scary Work of Winning). Freedom to Marry will work to pioneer new models for this,
including more nimble, project-oriented campaign-style grants in states and key
constituencies, including non-gay allies.
Make one or more of the "non-gay placement" grants for which we have been laying the
foundation.
Work with leading coalition partners to institutionalize better collaboration and a sustained
strategic campaign approach, and help recruit more funders to this shared effort.
Create an in-house communications team to: 1) create long-range communications
strategies that are both national and state-by-state; 2) deploy, in a systematic way, our
Voices of Equality spokespersons as well as Evan in the media and public forums; and 3)
facilitate and leverage the work of national and local groups, and gay and non-gay partner
organizations.

CONCLUSION
This is a moment of peril for our movement, as our opponents press forward with fierce
determination and the understanding that this is their last chance to turn back the tide of history in
favor of ending the exclusion of gay Americans from marriage and full equality. We face serious
challenges, internal as well as external, and clearly have to do more, and do it better. At the same
time, the momentous advances of 2003 and 2004, building on the work before, prove that we can
fulfill America's promise of social change and justice. Freedom to Marry has its part to play—and
with your continued support, together we will accomplish this civil rights transformation, continue
shaping history, and make our country what we believe it should be.
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